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Thème 1 — Réseaux et systèmes
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Abstract: Components will certainly become a key concept for the next generation of software
architectures because of their impact on effective software reuse, real interoperability and integra-
tion. Within the Olan project [18], we face the difficulty of defining an operational semantics able
to reflect the diversity of execution models involved in real applications. Existing process calculi
offer the required abstractions such as encapsulation and process equivalences, but they rely on the
fundamental assumption that agents are active, i.e autonomously able to initiate communication.
However, components, viewed as software pieces with explicit interfaces, require a notion of pas-
sive composition that allows, for instance, several components to be traversed by a same process. In
this paper, we introduce a calculus, named ICCS, which extends the Milner’s CCS calculus with (1)
an operator for passive composition, and (2) selective interactions. While preserving the powerful
theory of process equivalences established for CCS, this calculus provides an operational definition
of passive components and allows thus to establish the basis of an operational semantics for the Olan
Configuration Language.
Key-words: Distributed Application Programming, Architectural Definition Language, opera-
tional semantics, process calculus
(Résumé : tsvp)
A short version was published in the Second International Conference on Coordination Models and Languages, Berlin,
Germany, September 1-3, 1997.
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Un calcul sur les composants pour le langage de configuration
Olan
Résumé : La notion de composants va certainement devenir un des concepts clés pour la nou-
velle génération d’architectures logicielles. En effet, les composants et les langages de description
d’architecture favorisent la construction d’une application par réutilisation effective de modules lo-
giciels existants en décrivant les interconnexions entre ceux-ci.
Dans le projet Olan [18], nous avons choisi de définir une sémantique opérationnelle pour le
langage d’interconnexion, capable de refléter la diversité des différents modèles d’exécution pré-
sent dans les applications réelles. Les calculs formels sur les processus existant offrent les abs-
tractions nécessaires, telles que l’encapsulation et l’équivalence de processus, mais ils reposent sur
l’hypothèse fondamentale que les agents sont actifs, i.e. que chaque agent est mis en oeuvre par
un processus capable d’initialiser une communication de manière autonome. Toutefois, la notion
de composants considérés au sens large comme des entitées logicielles dont l’interface est rendue
explicite, requière une notion de composition “passive”. Cette composition permettrait d’exprimer
par exemple, que plusieurs composants sont traversés par un seul et m ême processus.
Dans ce rapport, nous introduisons un calcul formel, nommé ICCS, qui d’une part étend CCS
de Robin Milner avec un opérateur de composition passive et d’autre part introduit de la sélectivité
dans les intéractions. Le calcul formel proposé permet de préserver les résultats sur l’équivalence de
processus établis pour CCS, de donner une définition opérationelle des composants passifs et ainsi
d’établir la base d’une sémantique opérationnelle pour le langage de configuration Olan.
Mots-clé : Contruction d’applications réparties, programmation constructive, sémantique opéra-
tionnelle, algèbre de processus
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1 Introduction
Configuration languages such as Darwin [19] or Olan [1] aim at using components as the basic
structure for programming distributed applications, and thus take full advantage of their properties:
reusability of software at minimal cost, explicit rendering of the software architecture and clear
separation of the communication code from the application specific code.
The first benefit of such an approach is to ease the distribution of component-based applica-
tions over various hardware platforms, and to significantly help the configuration, monitoring and
administration tasks.
Other key issues for component technologies are related to software reuse, integration and inter-
operability. The reuse is addressed through the notion of interfaces which define offered services,
as well as required services in order to make explicit the dependencies of the component, and thus
allowing its use in various contexts. The first theoretical difficulty is to provide enough information
at the interface level in order to allow compatibility checking, but to avoid too complicated speci-
fications. The second difficulty, for component-based language designers, is to provide guidelines
and methods for encapsulating heterogeneous pieces of code (possibly written in different program-
ming languages) in order to make them work together. The ”programmer in the largë [14] should
be able to build up new applications from various primitive components, with no deep knowledge of
their internal implementations. Here again, the interface definition must be able to provide relevant
information concerning the semantics of the component. A third difficulty is related to interope-
rability, i.e. provide coordination and data transformation in order to adapt entities that were not
initially designed to work together. The challenge here is to propose, as automatically as possible,
the communication specific code that performs the adaptation [4].
Clearly, theoretical foundations are needed that allow the modeling of the behavior of compo-
nents and offer effective methods for computing component compatibility as well as adaptations
toward ad hoc or generic agents, specialized in communication and coordination tasks.
Process calculi, as CSP [6], CCS [9] and the   -calculus [11] offer formal tools for modeling
general concurrent systems through the notion of communicating processes. The CCS calculus
appears to be the closest to our requirements because:
1. CCS is based on an observational approach (as opposed to more specification-oriented calculi)
2. Basic hypotheses are weak (for instance processes are not forced to synchronize on commu-
nication channels), and also the calculus is general and concise (only one alternation operator,
no specific termination actions)
3. Process equivalence theory is particularly developed, and leads to subtle and important cri-
teria for behavioral compatibility. This last point is central to our requirements concerning
component composition, because compatibility criteria must be defined, and interfaces must
correctly reflect encapsulated behaviors.
4. Numerous extensions have been proposed which are of particular interest in our area, such as
distributed real time processes calculi [2] [3].
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The key issue addressed in this paper is the use of a formal calculus to model applications
constructed and configured with Olan. Olan rely on a component-based model that describes ap-
plications as interconnections of components, with no restrictions on the execution model of those
components. Indeed, components may encapsulate active entities or software (e.g. a multi-threaded
server) as well as passive entities (e.g. a framework of non-active classes or a library). CCS as well
as other calculi are all based on the hypothesis that components are processes and the problem of
interconnecting components is thus addressed as process composition. The idea of the remaining
sections is to adapt the CCS calculus to the Olan Component Model where the information about
the execution model is exhibited at the interface level of components, thus allowing totally passive
components to be interconnected to any kind of other components. Section 2 presents ICCS, an
extension of CCS that allows the composition of active as well as passive entities. Section 3 details
the applicability of such a calculus to Olan and finally, we conclude by comparing our proposition
with related works and the existing approaches in this area.
2 The Olan Component Model
The Olan Configuration Language (OCL) belongs to the class of Module Interconnection Language(
MIL) [14]. Such languages aim at clearly separating the programming phase of individual compo-
nents from the configuration phase which consists of the description of the whole application. This
latter phase aims at assembling and interconnecting components together according to various sche-
mas of interaction [1]. The central elements of OCL are components and connectors. An application
is described and configured as a hierarchy of interconnected components, the leaves of which are
basic software units encapsulated in so-called primitive components. The nodes of this hierarchy are
more complex components (namely composite components) which are constructed from intercon-
nected components from a lower level of the hierarchy. The object that realizes an interconnection
is called a connector. Its role is to ensure properties to the behavior of an inter-component commu-
nication when the application is executed.
Components A component (see Fig 1) is made of an interface and an implementation. The
interface, like in other MIL [15], describes the services that the implementation provides to other
components, along with the services it requires at run-time. The implementation, either primitive
or composite, fulfills the requirements expressed at the interface level; in other words, it maps the
interface to the encapsulated pieces of software.
Interface Interfaces are specified in OCL with a language and a type system derived from CORBA
IDL [16]. Interfaces are described as a set of services (plus associated signatures) and attributes.
While being a syntactic extension of IDL, it offers richer constructs for the description of services.
Indeed, in order to comply to the Olan component model and to faithfully reflect the behavior of
a component (and thus the encapsulated pieces of software), various types of services specify the
provisions and the requirements of a component, as well as some information about the execution
INRIA
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Figure 1: Olan components
designed for synchronous external calls (e.g
procedure call)
The encapsulated  implementation must be 
The encapsulated  implementation must be 
designed for synchronous external calls (e.g
procedure call)
in/out parameters
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No specific constraints (usually synchronously
executed, as a procedure)
Notify
Require
React
Provide
Services Data Flow Execution Model
The encapsulated implementation must contain
processing in an asynchronous way.
an execution flow that handles  the service
Figure 2: Interface services
model of the implementation of the component. Fig 2 shows the current types of services that exist
in OCL with their corresponding hypothesis concerning the data-flow and the execution model.
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Connectors Within any composite implementation, the application designer describe the inter-
connections of components. The interconnections specify the way components should communicate
with one another. At first, an interconnection is a binding of the component’s requirements ( Require
or Notify services) to the component’s provisions (Provide or React services) by the means of a
connector. More than just a ”binding object” between components, connectors ensure the adaptation
between compliant but not necessarily compatible interfaces, the control of the communication (for
instance, in terms of synchronization of execution flow) and the effective transport of information
through the use of a configurable communication protocol (e.g. TCP or UDP) and/or mechanism
(e.g. an ORB or simple sockets).
The benefit of the use of Olan is to provide an overall vision of the application architecture to the
designer and the developper. The architecture is here considered as the components of the system as
well as the way components communicate with each other. In the current version of OCL, compo-
nents are described with a pure functionnal interface, thus lacking some kind of information about
the internal behavior and semantics of the encapsulated implementation. Obviously, this is a major
problem as far as the reusability issue of components is concerned. How can an application designer
integrate a component into his system if the only available information is simply the functionnal in-
terface? Even if a documented API is available, errors issued from misunderstanding or ambiguities
are still prone to happen. In OCL, the interface although reflects some information about the exe-
cution model of the component’s implementation. However, there is still the need to show (part of)
the internal semantics of outgoing communication. This is why the use of a formal specification of
components based on a theoretical calculus, namely ICCS for Interconnected Component Calculus,
is beneficial for the correct and desired assembling of components when producing an application.
3 ICCS: an Interconnected Component Calculus
3.1 Overview
We propose to refine the CCS calculus into a new calculus able to model the notion of passive
components as well as active components, while preserving the powerful theoretical tools of process
equivalence, needed for the definition of component composition. Therefore, we propose a new
static composition operator   that allows the combination of properly active components with passive
components, by expressing the intuitive notion of activity flow transfer.
In CCS, the fundamental assumptions are message-passing exchanges (as opposed to shared
memory models) and asynchrony across processes. The parallel composition is thus a construc-
tion which expresses the potential transfer of data and the concurrency among processes. But if
more general composition relationships are needed, such as for assembling software pieces, then
some different assumptions are required. For instance, a standard procedure call can be viewed as
a construction that transfers both values and activity flow, since no action can be performed at the
upper level by the calling activity.
The most common response to this difficulty is to model the synchronous call by two activities
synchronized correctly. We argue that this is possible, but too general, and thus it does not exactly
INRIA
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fulfill the requirements. The following example emulates a synchronous call in CCS:     	  	   
 , which produces the derivation      .
By using the value-passing form of the calculus, it is possible to simulate a synchronous call
with input parameter  and output parameter  :        
     

	   	   
     
!" , which produces the derivation  # %$'&(  .
This last one is fully representative (it models data transfer), and correct, since the calling activity
is suspended during the call. But the following expression is correct too, although not representative
of the activity transfer:    )       
*    + 

	   
    
,- , since the calling activity performs an output communication
action ) before the return of the call. Thus, in CCS, there is no operational distinction between these
two cases: conditions for ensuring the validity of passive composition do not appear directly in the
calculus. We propose to go even further and to make this difference explicit by proposing a new
composition operator   in order to model the activity transfer and the value passing.
The idea is to allow output communication actions on the left side of the operator and input
actions on the right side, and to commute the operands when actions are performed. Of course,
internal . actions must be possible to express the passing of values between the two operands. Thus,
the previous example becomes:
 /     
	  	   
"   
 	  	        
"
       
	    
!"
       

      

and, more interesting, the previous “non-desired” example is now discriminated, since the passive
composition produces a different derivation tree:
  )0     
	  	   
!   
 	  	      )0  
1"
   2)3    
	    
"
/  4    )0  

or 5/  
	       

However, this notion we can call preemption leads to difficulty if we want to preserve a reaso-
nable level of concurrency.
What does the following composition mean if the entire left subtree is suspended while executing
the preemptive communication with the right component:     687  6:9 
4
   
	  	    ?
In such a case, the concurrent sub-system
 67  6,9 
 cannot evolve asynchronously, even if   
alone is involved in the passive composition. We propose to tackle this problem (in other terms, the
problem of managing the compatibility between the two composition operators) by introducing the
RR n ˚ 3231
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notion of selective interaction. The key idea is to refine the component composition by associating
paths to action labels of the transition system, and to use these paths in order to bring more selectivity
to the interaction.
The previous example could become
 4    
  :  6 7  6 9 

    	  	    , expressing the fact that   
   is concerned by the passive composition, but not  6 7  6 9 
 , which can run asynchro-
nously. The following sub-sections make this precise and demonstrate that this approach solves the
compatibility problem. Moreover, it also brings a new way of specifying static component intercon-
nections, as opposed to the dynamic binding capabilities of the   -calculus, and eases the description
of configuration languages such as Olan.
3.2 The syntax
The set 	 of ICCS formulae, ranged over by 6
 or  
 is defined by two sets of syntax rules.The first
one is very similar to the original set proposed by Milner for CCS [9]:
6     Nul component: do nothing Component variable  6 Prefix 6 6 Alternate choice 6   Restriction 6   ! Relabeling 6  "$# 6 Concurrent composition%'&)()  6 Recursive operator
The second set defines the new constructions:
6    6  * ,+ Path nesting 6  !-'. 6 Passive (or preemptive) composition
The priority level is given by the following list (binding from the higher to the lower priority):  60/  6   +
 /  6   6 
 /  6  6 
 /  61 6 
 /   %'&)(2  6 
 /  6 3 4 
(5 6   ! 
 . Thus,  6 76 6,9  687   6$9 means      687 
  6:9 
   6:7   689 
 .
3.3 Transitional semantics
The transition system is based on the idea of actions and co-actions on the one hand, and the notion
of path on the other hand. Paths can be viewed as the concatenation of sub-paths which are able
to reflect hierarchical structures. Selectors are paths associated to composition operators which
refine the potential interactions between components. Indeed, the rules that define the evolution
of the system use a matching function over paths and selectors in order to evaluate the potential
interactions. In CCS, if a process
6
can interact with a process  , the expression  6 7   7  6,9   9 

allows
687
to interact either with  7 or with  9 , and also the same for 6 9 . Within our calculus, the
expression
 687  ;4;  9 
  <4<  6,9  ;4;  7 
 prevents all interactions between 67 5  9 and 6:9 5  7 , because
the selector = can’t match any path while > matches all paths. The following definitions make this
precise.
INRIA
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3.3.1 The labeled transition system
The transition system     	 	 is defined over the set 	 of ICCS terms,    54+!
 Act 
	 ; Act is
the set of communication actions and 	 the set of paths.
Communication actions  .  Act   . !5   . Here    a 5 b 5 c 5    is a set
of names,
    5 	 5 ) 5     is a set of co-names, and  is a bijection over  and  such that   . As in Milner’s CCS,  represents input communication actions and  : output communication
actions. . is a distinguished label that represents internal (unobservable) actions, possibly generated
by “hand-shaking” among components.
Paths. Paths, usually written + or  are terms defined by the grammar (1) or are equal to = . The
symbol = is used as the void item of a matching function over 	 .     
   >     (1)
 
 range over an alphabet 6
  " 5 	 5    . For example  ,  	 ) ,  ) , > ) ,  are all in 	 .
Definition 1 Concatenation (

)   	
9 / 	 is such that whatever  7 5  9  	   =  ,  7      7   7 and  7   9   7  9 . 	
is made stable for

by:  7  =  =   7  =  =  = 7  9 is written  7  9 for convenience.
Definition 2 Matching function over

We define a matching function    		   true 5 false  , by using the table:  !#"$! %&"$! ' (
 *)+",) -. *)0/1 !324 *)5/7624 !5/7698+:;-<",)=
",!#8
-. *)>",)="$!#8$2?-<",)@A%B",!#8 CEDFHG#I CEDFHG#I
%B"J) -<"J)=K !#"$!+8$2?-<%&",)=A",!#8 -<"J)LM"$!+8@2-<%&",)NO",!+8@2
-<"J)
A%B",!#8
",)@P' CEDFHG#I
' CEDFHG#I 'A"$! QSRBTUI CEDFHG#I
( CEDFHG#I CEDFHG#I CEDFHG#I CEDFHG#I
This definition yields a natural matching function such that V >BWXVY+Z+W , V  Z  [VY+Z+W or even
V(>BW\]V >  W , V  Z  V!>
Note that >_^ , ( `Nab ) matches everything except = and that = matches nothing.
3.3.2 Inference rules Q0RcTdI
e,fg hjiUk fl m h [Prefix] (2)
It is the fundamental rule that expresses the sequential behavior of components:   6 performs
the communication     and then behaves like 6 . In the rest of the paper, on is written  for
convenience.
h iUk pldm h7q
hNrtsjiUk plEm h q [Alt1]
svu k wlUm sxq
hNrts u k wldm s q [Alt2]
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The rules [Alt1] and [Alt2] describe the alternative, which can be indeterministic when both
6
and  are able to perform transitions (the choice can be either the left operand or the right one).
hjiUk pldm h7q
h   iUk p wldm h q    [Nesting]
hXiUk pl m h7q
h C  	
 i p<k   i plUm h q  C  	
 [Relab]
[Nesting] allows expansion by concatenation of the path associated to the initial transition. This
can be seen as a way of coding some structural information into the communication itself. [Relab]
is designed for allowing the relabeling of both action labels and paths. Note that the function

is
such that
   Act 
	  Act and  is such that 3  Act 
	  	 .
h iUk pl m h7q e   
h!     iUk pldm h q      [Restr]
h#" RBI%$'&  h)( &+* iUk pl m h7q
R&I$'&  hXiUk pldm R&I$'&  h q [Rec]
[Restr] is the restriction operator, very similar to the CCS one, except that it can use a set of
paths. It forces internal communication by forbidding any communication actions (  and  specify
the forbidden sets), excepted . , which is actually an unobservable action. It is also the way of forcing
synchronization among components. Restrictions of the form
6  " 5 	 5     , will sometimes be
written
6 " 5 	 5    for simplification.
[Rec] is a recursive operator such that % &)(  6 behaves like %'&)(  6.- if 6    %'&)(  6 
'/  
becomes
6 -
after the transition. The notation 0   /   defines a component built by substituting all
occurrences of  in 0 by  (for instance, if 021 
	   , then 0 435/   1  	  3 ).1
The concurrent composition (with selective interaction) is defined toward [Par1], [Par2] and
[Par3]:
h iUk pl m h q
h26 "# sjiUk pl m h q 6 "$# s [Par1]
s u k wldm s q
h26 "# s u k wldm h76 "# s q [Par2]
h iUk pldm h q  s98iUk wl m s q   ;: < ;=
h76 "# s?> k @lUm h q 6 "# s q [Par3] (3)
The following equations define the (selective) preemptive operator. Note that in [Preemp1b],
[Preemp2b] and [Preemp3]  5 	 and  (respectively   and  ) are used instead of  5  (both in
Act), because only matching co-labels emitted by the left operand (and also meeting matching labels
from the right operand) can trigger the transition. The   "# notation is used for making explicit this
notion of orientation. Intuitively, this expresses that outgoing calls and returns are able to transfer
the activity flow.
hXiUk plEm h7qA  ;: or e /BhDC "$# s iUk pldm h q C "# s [Preemp1a]
h 8E k pldm h7q  ;:  D  F
hGC "# s 8E k pldm sGC # " h q [Preemp1b]
s u k wlUm s q <HI=
hJC "# s u k wlUm hJC "# s q [Preemp2a]
sLK k wldm s q M ;= ON  F
hJC "# s K k wlUm s q C # " h [Preemp2b]
1We consider in our language only guarded recursions, i.e recursions PRQTSOUWVYX were any occurrence of U in X is within
some sub-expression Z\[ U ( PRQTSOUWV]U_^` is an example of unguarded recursion).
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h 8E k pldm h q  s E k wlUm s q   ;: M ;=
hDC "# s > k @lUm s q C # " h q [Preemp3] (4)
Note that in (4), both operands
6H- 5  - and selectors   5 ` are exchanged after the . transition.
The following derivation illustrates the functioning of the   operator:
- D g D g  C <4< D g NBg NBg D g  8  M" D * > k @ldm -  Ncg NBg D g  C <4< D g  8  " D * [Preemp3]
8K k @ldm -HD g WC < < Ncg D g  8  " D * [Preemp1b]
K k @ldm - D g  C <4< D g  8  " D * [Preemp2b]
> k @ldm - WC <4<  8  " D * [Preemp3]
The reader shall consider the following derivation produced by preemptive composition of a
component which is not passive (
6
):
- D g D g  C <4< D g NBg $ g NBg D g  8  M" D * > k @ldm -  Ncg $ g NBg D g  C <4< D g  8  " D * [Preemp3]
8K k @ldm -HD g WC < < $ g Ncg D g  8  <" D * [Preemp1b]
The derivation ends at this point. The composition
   	  )0 	     /   
1 " would produce a
different (successful, and thus not representative) derivation tree:
 
n/    n 5 
n   n  
n/ .
3.4 Bisimulations and observation equivalences
The definition of observation equivalences is very important for characterizing components. For a
composite component, it establishes the validity of a specification (obtained by composition of sub-
components) with respect to the behavorial description of its interface. It also opens perspectives for
reusing existing components by finding equivalent components in a repository indexed by interface
descriptions. This section shows that the labeled transition system of ICCS allows us to define the
notions of strong and weak bisimulation, thus allowing the same definitions of observation equiva-
lences as in CCS. Moreover, it proposes more specific bisimulations able to capture the features of
ICCS, related to selective interactions.
Definition 3 Derivatives.
Let      7  + 
    ^  ,+
	/
  Act  . Then
(1)
 def        
#   . ;
(2)

  Act  is the result of removing all   .   
 
 ’s from  ;
(3)
 def    
 
          
 
    
#   .    
 
  .
The first bisimulation is the strong bisimulation, that allows to state   
	    	   
  	     	   ,
for instance, but also  . 
	    	   . It is the strongest equivalence proposed.
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Definition 4 Strong bisimulation.
A binary relation    	 3	 is a strong bisimulation if  6 7 5 6:9 
        54+!
; Act 	 :
(1) Whenever
6 7     6-7 then, for some 6 -9 , 6 9     6-9 and  6 -7 5 6-9 
   
(2) Whenever
6 9     6-9 then, for some 6 -7 , 6 7    / 6-7 and  6 -7 5 6-9 
   
Definition 5 Strong equivalence.687
and
6,9
are strongly equivalent, written
67  6:9 if  687 5 6:9 
    for some strong bisimulation
  . This can be expressed as:
         is a strong bisimulation 
Definition 6 Weak bisimulation.
A binary relation    	 3	 is a weak bisimulation if  6 7 5 6 9 
  	     5 +
; Act 	 :
(1) Whenever
6 7     6-7 then, for some 6 -9 , 6:9    6-9 and  6 -7 5 6-9 
   
(2) Whenever
6 9     6-9 then, for some 6 -7 , 6 7    6-7  `
	  6-7 5 6-9 
   
Definition 7 Weak equivalence.687
is weakly equivalent to
6 9
, written
687 6,9
if
 6 7 5 6,9 
   for some weak simulation   . This
can be expressed as:
         is a weak bisimulation 
The weak equivalence equates processes by ignoring . actions. For instance, .  
	    )3 .      .  	    )3  
 . But  is not substitutive for  : 	    .  	   , but    	       .  	   .
As for CCS, the observation equality is the better equivalence of ICCS, because it equates more
components than  , and because it is a congruence relation, i.e substitutive for all operators ,  
excepted (for instance
6     6  "$# 
      "$# 
 ). In fact, for the operator   ,  is
not substitutive in the general case, due to the different way of processing matching . actions at
the left and the right side: 
	  . 
	      	  	   , but       	  .  	    
        	  	   
 . The full
substitution is verified only if both components are in the same category, i.e passive or not passive.
In the sub-section 3.7, definition ( 13) and proposition ( 3) will give the formal definition of passive
components.
Definition 8 Observation equality.687
and
6,9
are equal, or observation congruent, written
6 7  6:9 if     54+!
; Act 	 :
(1) Whenever
6 7     6-7 then, for some 6 -9 , 6 9     6-9 and 6-7  6-9
(2) Whenever
6 9     6 -9 then, for some 6 -7 , 6 7     6 -7  `
	 6 -7  6 -9
As an example, we have  . 
	     	   , but  . 
	    	   , and   .     	   
       	   
 ,
but
  .     	  
       	   
 .
The important point for equivalence laws is that
 6   
   6   
   6  
 . This is a
general result that comes from definitions of the different equivalences. The following bisimulations
take into account the richer composition possibilities of ICCS. The reader may consider for instance
021 
	   and  1    	  
     , which are such that 0   , but   0  	   
      	   
 .
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Definition 9   -selective strong bisimulation.
A binary relation    	j 	 is a   -selective strong bisimulation if  6 7 5 6,9 
         5 +
 
Act 	 :
(1) Whenever
6 7     6-7 then, for some 6 -9 , 6 9     6-9 ,           
 and  6 -7 5 6-9 
   
(2) Whenever
6 9     6 -9 then, for some 6 -7 , 6 7    / 6 -7 ,           
 and  6 -7 5 6 -9 
;  
The corresponding   -selective equivalences, written  ,   and  are defined in a similar
way. The example given previously now becomes: 0    and
  0  <4<  	  
      <4<  	  
 . A law
that generalizes this proposition will be proposed at the end of the next sub-section.
3.5 Equational laws.
We outline hereafter some equational laws, obtained by establishing strong bisimilarity. Other laws
could be produced by specifying conditions on selectors and paths. Basic laws established for CCS
are reusable due to the similarity of the transition system. In fact, the rule [Preemp3] shows that6  <4<  is semantically equivalent to the original operator 6   of CCS (as long that   6 
   = 
and     
   =  ). This means that, in association with the semantic definition of the restriction
[Restr] and the relabeling [Relab], ICCS can be viewed as a superset of CCS (however, some laws
might be restricted by the path condition).
Definition 10 Sorts.
The (syntactic) sort   6 
   of a component 6 , is a set defined recursively over the syntactic
structure of
6
:
	 - e,fg h 8 / 	 - h 8  "9e * l " B* 	 - h ) rth ! 8 / 	 - h ) 8  	 - h ! 8	 - h ) 6 "# h ! 8 / 	 - h ) 8  	 - h ! 8 	 - h      8 / 	 - h 8 l  	 - h C  	
 8 /ACJ- 	 - h 858 	 -HRBI$T&  h 84/ 	 - h 8	 - h     $8 / 	 - h 8 	 - h ) C "# h !#8 / 	 - h )>8  	 - h !#8
For example,     )  .    	   
6  5 	 5 )" .
Definition 11 Path sorts.
The (syntactic) path sort   6 
  	 of a component 6 , is the set built over 6 from the following
definition:

 -  8 / 
 -	& 8 /

 - e f g h 8 / " *  
 - h 8 
 - h ) rth !#8 / 
 - h )+8  
 - h !+8

 - h ) 6 "$# h !#8 / 
 - h )+8  
 - h !#8 
 - h      8 / 
 - h 8 l 

 - h C  	
 8 /  - 	 - h 8 
 - h 858 
 -HRBI%$'&  h 8 / 
 - h 8

 - hI    $8 / -. 
 - h 858 
 - h ) C "# h ! 8 / 
 - h ) 8  
 - h ! 8
Here,  is the function:
   	  += 	     @ 	  such that    	 ,     5 
 
   :+  
For example, if
6 1   
	  .    +  
 , then   6   '+
  + 5 +  + .
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Definition 12 Path quotient.
The quotient of a path sort   6 
 by a path  , written   6 
'/  is the set  +     6 
 '+   
Proposition 1 Laws and relations for "# ,   "# ,  and   .
We shall use:
(a)

instead of  ;4; and   ;4; ; (b)  instead of  <4< ; (c)   instead of   <4< .
monoı̈d laws
1. - hNr s 8 - sPrth 8 2. -5- hNrts 8 r 8 - hKr - sKr 858
3. - hNr h 8 h 4. - hNr  8 h
static laws
1. - h76 " ; s 8- h76 ; " s 8 - hDC ; " s 8 - hDC " ; s 8	 - hDC ;4; s 8 - h26 ;4; s 8
    q	$q  2. h76 "# s  s26 # " h
3. h76 "# - s 6 "#  8 - h76 # " s 8 6 "#  8 4. h76 "#   h
5. h!      h if 	 - h 8?-   8 / and 
 - h 8  /
6. h!       if 	 - h 8?-   8 / 	 - h 8 or 
 - h 8  / 
 - h 8
7. h!          h       
8. - h76 "# s 8       - h      8 6 "# - s      8 if 	 - h 8 	 - s 8?-   8 /
or 
 - h 8 ( : 
 - s 8 ( =  /
9. - hJC "# s 8       - h!     8 C "# - s      8 if 	 - h 8 	 - s 8?-   8 /
or 
 - h 8 ( : 
 - s 8 ( =  /
10.        11. hI   ' h
12. hI    )     ! hI    )  ! 13. - hNrts 8     ) h     ) rLsI    )
14a. - h76 "# s 8     - h;   6 "  #  s7    8  -	B ( B   'B8   -  ( B   '&8 

14b. - hJC "# s 8      - hI    C "  #  s7    8  -	B ( B   'B8   - ( B   'B8 

15. 
 - h 8 ( (7/ 16. 
 - hI   (&8 ( %7/
17. 
 - hI   (38 / " (4* 18.   C  	
  
19. h C  	
  C q  	 q 
  h C q (-<C  	 8  	 q (;-<C  	 8 

equational laws
1. h ) C "# - h !  h#" 8$ - h ) C "# h ! 8  h#" if 
 - h%" 8 ( /
2. - h )  h !#8 C "# h " 8$ - h ) C "# h " 8  h ! if 
 - h !#8 (  /
3. -5- h ) rth !#8 C "# h " 8$ -5- h ) C "# h " 8 rLh !#8 if 
 - h !#8 (  /
4. - h ) 6 "# h !#8 - h )  h !#8 if 
 - h )+8 (  / or 
 - h !+8 (& /
5. - h ) 6 "# h ! 8 - h ) 6 h ! 8 if 
 - h ) 8 (  / 
 - h ) 8 and 
 - h ! 8 (& / 
 - h ! 8
6. - h  s 8       - h!     8  - s      8 7. - h  s 8     - hI    8  - s     8
 is a congruence relation
1. h  s(' - h76 "#  8 - s 6 "#  8 2. h  s(' - hJC "#  8	- sJC "#  8
3. h  s(' -  C "# h 8-  C "# s 8 4. h  s(' - hI    8 - s     8
*) and composition
1. h *) s+' - h26  #  8 - s 6  #  8 2. h *) s(' - hDC  #  8- sDC  #  8
3. h *) s+' - JC "  h 8 - JC #  s 8
4. h  s(' h *) s for some selector , 5. h -) s(' - h     8*) f - s     8
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3.6 Expansion Laws
Providing an expansion law, i.e a law that relates static constructors of ICCS, such as [Relab], [Restr],
[Preemp] and [Par] to dynamic constructors ([Prefix] and [Alt]) is an important step for establishing
an axiomatization of the process equality, as Robin Milner did for CCS restricted to finite state agents
[9].
ICCS does not yet provide a notion equivalent to the concurrent normal form of CCS. A set
of transformation laws could be investigated in order to define a normal form able to include the
two composition operators. However, we propose four laws for all static operators, which can be
recursively applied to any sequential component (without recursive operators), in order to bring them
into standard form (prefix and summation):
Proposition 2 Expansion laws for   "$# ,  "# ,  *  ,    ' .
expansion law for C "#
If   - hDC "# s 8      , then
   " D f g - sGC # " h q 8      if h E k fldm h q  D  F      D      * r
 "N&g - sxq C # " h 8      if s K k ldm s q	ON  F    ON  . * r
 " B g - s q C # " h q 8      if h 8E k flUm h q  s E k lUm s q  D  F        * r
 "	  g - hDC "$# sxq 8      if s u k lEm sxq	.  
     * r
 "#e,fg - h q C "$# s 8      if h iUk fl m h q  -    5e_       8 or - e /Bd8 *
expansion law for 6 "#
If   - h26 "# s 8      , then
   " B g - h q 6 "# s q 8      such that hjiUk fl m h q s 8idk lUm s q     
   * r
 "	  g - h76 "# sxq 8      such that s u k lUm sxq	    . * r
 "#e,fg - h q 6 "# s 8      such that h iUk fl m h q 5e_      *
expansion law for   - h;   8$ "#e f g - h7qA   8 such that hjiUk
fl m h7q *
expansion law for  C  
h C  	
   " CJ- e   8   i f  g - h q  C  	
 8 such that h iUk
fldm h q *
Proofs: by developing the derivation graph given by the formal definitions of the operators, and
then by exhibiting appropriate strong bisimulations.
As an illustration, these laws allow the following: if
6 1       )3  
	     )0   
 then6     ,   .  )0   	  .        
  )0 .       
4

 (after removing identities in relabeling), and, by
applying appropriate equational laws:
6    .  )0  
	  .    )0 .  

 . The direct application of expansion
laws is to put ICCS expressions in full standard form (only prefix and alternation constructors) in
order to reduce and compare them on the basis of a few primitive laws.
3.7 More on passive components and passive composition
This sub-section proposes a formal definition of passive components and gives examples that illus-
trate the concept.
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Definition 13 Passive components (behavorial definition)
A component
6  	 is passive iff:
for all derivative
6H-
of
6
such that
6          
  6- , then  4  6- -     6-     6- - 
    5 	   
  6--
is passive 
4
 .
The following components are also passive: 52   5    	  )0 	    &  &  
 52 .  %'&")       	  )0   
 , as are the following:    	  )0  	  )0  
 , 	 5)$  , which can be equated to  .  .    by using the
expansion and static laws. The following components are not passive:
   5 	  .  	    . Note that
internal actions are allowed only after an input action and before an output action (this corresponds
with the presence of the activity flow into the component).
The following proposition relates the preemptive composition operator to passive components:
Proposition 3 Passive components (equational characterization)
A component P (   6 
   =  ) is passive iff      6 
  6
Proof:  : by showing (without difficulties) that if 6 is passive, then there exists a strong bisimulation  
such that
6        6 
 (by using semantic definitions of [Preemp1b-2b-3]).   : by developing all
possible transitions of P such that
     6 
  6 , and showing that by induction, the derivation tree
complies with the definition (13).
The full modeling of any passive component requires the consideration of reentrance, which al-
lows the modeling of the interleaving of activity flows inside a passive component, and thus concur-
rency conflicts or ordered schedules toward semaphores.
Consider the following example:
0 1 
	  	    and  1    . Then       
   0 
  "    .  	  	  .    .  	  	  .  
 , by applying
the expansion law. This does not correspond with a concurrent execution of A. Consider instead
0 - 1 % &)()     	  	      
 .
Now, the reader might verify (by developing both derivation trees) that
 4     
   0 
:-"    	  	    	  	   
 , which corresponds to the full activity flow interleaving that was expected. The follo-
wing definition makes this precise, for components that can be expressed in a standard form   
  68

Definition 14 Reentrant form of passive components
A passive component
6 1	  
  68
 is set in reentrant form 6
 by:6
 1 % &)(     
   68
   

Although this definition is required for modeling general Olan components, it raises two pro-
blems: the component must be expressed in a standard form, and the recursive definition produces
components which are not finite-state. The first hypothesis is acceptable in our context, where all
component interfaces can effectively be rewritten in standard form (see section 4). For the second
one, Robin Milner demonstrated that the process equality of infinite-state agents is not decidable
in the general case. Anyway, some solutions exist for restricted cases: it is easy to show that 6   
   6 
   
 
 , and thus, assuming the constraint that any reentrant component must
be composed of reentrant components, the component equality becomes decidable by using the ini-
tial standard form.
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4 Applying ICCS to Olan
This section develops tools more specially suited to the Olan framework. The application designer
which uses the Olan configuration language needs to specify the behavior of composite components,
starting from a behavioral description of reusable sub-components (interfaces). At this level, the
interface description needs some level of non-determinism in order to describe a large frame of pos-
sibilities:  6  	   describes a component able to perform 6 after receiving  , or to perform the
output action
 	
and then  , without providing any information concerning the internal or external
mechanisms issuing the decision. As opposed to this descriptive level, the designer is expected to
specify the behavior of connectors in a full deterministic way: behavioral variations of the new sys-
tem must only depend on behavorial variations of sub-systems, otherwise, the designer will increase
entropy rather than controlling the new functionalities.
4.1 Weak and strong determinism
This subsection introduces two notions of determinism that will be used respectively for interface
description and for connector specifications. The first one, called weak determinism, allows bran-
ching as long as it does not occur on the same communication action. This allows branching such as   	   or  .    	   , but prohibits  	     )3  ,    	   or .     	   .
Definition 15 Weak determinism.
A component
6
is weakly deterministic if, for all derivatives
6 -
of
6
:6-   
  and 6-     - implies           and  5  . 
 .
Definition 16 Strong determinism.
An component
6
is strongly deterministic if, for all derivatives
6-
of
6
:6-   
  and 6-     - implies           
 and  5   .
This means that branching is allowed only for distinct input labels. This specifies components for
which outputs are determined by inputs only, and not by internal decisions. It is obvious that if
6
is
strongly deterministic, then
6
is weakly deterministic.
4.2 Component interfaces
These first describe basic services, synchronous ( provide, require) or asynchronous (react, notify);
synchronous services can accept or raise a set of exceptions. Moreover, provided services can be pro-
tected against concurrent accessing toward semaphores of the form
 &   
 1 %'&)()  
   
  	 
  	 
   .
The following table summarizes all possibilities:
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services ICCS form
provide p ,g $g h
provide p
 - ,g T f g T f g  &g  Bg  f g  f g ,g h )+8 C -<" I  f 66  Bg  &g h  8
provide p
 ,g - $g h ) r  I g h  8
provide p
  - ,g T fg T f*g    g -    g  f*g  fg ,g h ) r  - I  g  fEg  fg h  85858 C -<" I  f 66    g    g h   8
require r R g R g h )
require r
 R g -HR g h ) r  I	  g h  8
react r R g h
notify n  g h

: with synchronization for exclusive calls

: with exceptions I
Interface descriptions contain a behavior description specified by finite state, weakly determinis-
tic expressions, built over the following sub-language:6      1 1  6  6  6 %'&)()  6
where  
 are taken from the set of services defined.
All specifications

can be equated to some   
  6:
 by using expansion laws. This last expres-
sion is then translated to %'&)(     
   68
   
 , if the component is declared as passive and reen-
trant; for active or passive components, the behavorial specification is translated to % &)(     
   
 ,
where  
 1 68
  +/3  .
4.3 Connectors
The connector functionalities are specified by finite and strongly deterministic components, either
passive or active, of the form   
  6 
 . This means that any connector is specified through the
transfer of input sequences into output sequences. The following sub-language covers the require-
ments:
6         6  61 6 .2 The connector itself is finally defined by %'&)(     
   
 , where
 
 1 68
  +/0  , for active or passive connectors, and by %'&)(     
   68
   
 for passive and
reentrant connectors.
4.4 Specification correctness
The definition of correctness criteria, i.e. a set of theoretical tools that assert whether an interface
specification or a composite implementation is correct or not, is a central issue in architectural des-
cription languages ([7], [4], [17]), because it permits taking full advantage of the explicit architectu-
ral specifications and to compensate the specification overhead. The following paragraphs detail the
main criteria proposed here.
Interfaces In order to describe passive or reentrant components, an interface specification 
 
  
must verify
    
 
   
  
 
   . It must always be weakly deterministic, and this can be checked by a
simple syntactic analysis of branching.
2The composition operators might be usable
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Connectors Connectors can be either active or passive, and this can be checked in the same way
as interfaces. Connectors must be strongly deterministic, and this can be verified by a static analysis
of the syntax tree (branching).
Composite implementation This is the most important point. Here, the problem is to define the
conformity of the implementation with respect to the interface specification. The component equa-
lity brings a powerful response: For active components, the specification

and the interface 
 
  
must verify
    
 
   for some selector   such that     
/    , . This means that the implemen-
tation must present the same behavior as the interface, up to a (significant) selector   . For passive
components, it is slightly different, due to the fact that   is not associative:
6
 
    
 is not equal
to
 6
 3 
   in the general case (  stands for   or  ). Notably, this means that the specification
must use a component variable  #  for representing the external context, and a selector variable to
parameter the left interaction. For instance:
 4   #    "# 6 
   
  0   ( 6 5  are not detailed
here), and the effective behavior is given by a system of the form:	

 


    #    "# 6 
   
 0        #         
In order to check the conformity, the system must be:
 1
	

 


 4    #    "# 6 
   2
! 0      >  #     2,
Now, as for active composite components, the equation
   
 
   must hold for some significant
selector   .
This equality is fine, because it covers very different cases. First, as the component equality is
fully substitutive, it is ensured that an implementation will behave like its interface through any kind
of composition. Secondly, it will check the divergences in the implementation, as well as deadlocks
that might be introduced. For instance, if 
 
   1  	  	    , then  1    )0 	    	  )0  	  	    
8 )'5 	
(deadlock on )'5 	 ) will not equate 
 
   . Of course, the implementation cannot be correct if the
interface is not so. But by minimizing the interface specification expressiveness (no composition),
we make things easier in this direction. However, properties of component composition should be
studied more deeply, in order to take full benefits of the hypothesis concerning determinism for
interfaces and connectors, and in order to make weaker the constraints concerning the composition
of reentrant components.
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5 Example
This section illustrate how ICCS can be used for modeling an Olan composite component

that
performs transformations over data previously stored. This component requires external processing
of data units, and delivers results to any external participant connected to it.
apply
work
result
S
The expected behavior of

is expressed in ICCS by:
 
   1   %    %'&)(2              %'&     % &         %    

This specification becomes:
 
   1 %'&)(      %      %'&")              %'&      %'&         %      

5.1 The primitive components
	


read
open
close
A
Figure 3: file handler 0
A file handler 0 (fig. 3) The first (passive) sub-component 0 is a file handler that offers standard
basic services: open,close, read.
The interface which specifies the correct behavior is first specified by (5), and after transformation,
by (6):
0 
   1    & `       & `  %'&)()    %'& 	  %'&" 	    )    & )    &   
 (5)
0 
   1 %'&)(      & `     & `  % &)()    %'&" 	  %'& 	    )    & )    &3   
 (6)
This behavorial description verifies    0 
    0 
   .
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  
Bscan
done
get
compute
Figure 4: Scanner B
A scanner  (fig. 4) The second component is a scanner that performs successive data inputs
toward a required service get. Each successful input is followed by a computation request compute,
then by the notification of the result toward the done port. If the return of the get call is not valid,
then the processing ends and scan returns. This behavior is formally specified by (7) and after
transformation (8):
 
   1  )  `  %'&)%30   &    &     )        &  )        & 	   ` &  3   )  `  
 (7)
 
   1 %'&)(  
 )  `  %'&)%30   &    &     )        &  )        & 	   ` &  3   )  `    
 (8)
C
givestake
Figure 5: data-flow converter 
A data-flow converter  (fig. 5) Finally, the sub-component  performs data conversion on
an input/output data flow through take and gives ports. The behavior of  is expressed by (9) and
becomes (10):
 
   1     & 	 &    (9)
 
   1 %'&)()      & 
	!&    (10)
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5.2 The connectors
The specification of the composite component

uses a set of connectors in order to provide the new
functionalities:
)  1  `  3             3     7      7      9      9      7      7   `  0 
) 7 1  `  3             3     7      7   `  3 
) 9 1    `                   `     ` 7      7      7     ` 9   ` 9   

) 7 1  `           
After transformation, it becomes:
)   1 %'&")     `                      7      7      9      9      7      7   `    
) 7 1 %'&")     `                      7      7   `    
) 9 1 %'&")       `                   `     ` 7      7      7     ` 9   ` 9  
) 7 1 %'&")     `           
Note that if )  5) 7 5) 9 are “standard” connectors, ) 9 is more sophisticated, and performs more than se-
quencing or message passing: ) 9 forces a correct order relationship between       and     7 , performs
an adaptation of service types from notify into require (ports  ` 7 5     7 ) and offers the possibility of
synchronization by using  ` 9 .
The interconnections between components and connectors are specified through relabeling ( 
 is the
identity for path):
   1 )     %   /  `   5   %   /  `  '5    & ` /      '5    & ` /       5  U` ) /     7 5  U` ) /     7 5
 )  ` /     7 5  )  ` /     7 52)    & /     9 5 )    &4/     9  A/  `    _ 5A/  `      
 7 1 ) 7   &  /  `   5  &  /  `  5 %'& 	 /      5 %'&" 	 /         
   
 9 1 ) 9 )        & /  `   5 )        &/  `   54
	!&  /  ` 7 5  U` ) /  ` 9 5  U` ) /  ` 9 5
     /       5     /       5 %'&    /     7 5 %'&    /     7  A/        _ 5A/        _ 5A/     7  _ 5A/     7  _  
 7 1 ) 7 	   ` &/  `   5     &/         
  
Note that the ports which represent input and output channels with the “outer world” (  `   of   
and
     5     7 of  9 are tagged with the path  , for ensuring the right interaction when composed
toward the   operator (see the specification of the composite component

below).
5.3 The composite component
The new component, graphically represented by:
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C
givestake
work
result
apply  


C0
C1
C2
C3
Bscan
done
get
compute
read
open
close
A
has a global behavior expressed by:
    5 1  4    #    "
	         	   
       7  *  	    9   7   
   
4

4
  M0 
   
       & ` 5 %'& 	 5  )  ` 5 	   ` &5     &!5)        &!54
  &  5  U` )4   
   ,
Here,   #  is the reference of an external ICCS component potentially connected to     5 . Path allows selective interaction of  #  with   5  9 and path 	 selects interaction between   5  7
and the passive sub-component 0 . Note that the variable name must be bound for developing the
derivation graph. The correctness of the specification is expressed by the system:	      
     
   ( passive component)  #  1    ,    >    5    
   for some selector   s.t.        5 
/   2,
In this case, the system is true for     > . The figure (5.3) shows the state graphs built from
the corresponding derivation trees. The reader might verify, by comparing the two graphs, that the
system specification fulfills the correctness criterions. If the synchronization between the connector
 7 and    was omitted, the specification would diverge in some case, when terminating before the
invocation of result. As an example, the following derivation could occur:                   / 
 ^  
      
6 Conclusion and future work
The paper presents a calculus which preserves most of the theoretical contribution of CCS, while
providing new possibilities for modeling passive components, of which we gave a formal definition
(see def. 13).
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Figure 6: The state graph of
 
   and     5 with   #  1  . (Internal communication on port a is
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The difficulty of combining the new operator for passive composition with the standard one is
tackled toward the concept of selective interaction, which led as a side effect to refining the ex-
pressiveness concerning communication channels. This last issue is important for interconnection
languages. Formal developments of section 3 show that the complexity overheads remain at an ac-
ceptable cost, and that the theory provides tractable issues. Moreover, selective interactions produce
an elegant refinement of the notion of concurrency, making the repertoire of parallel composition
richer by providing the

operator (which semantics expresses parallelism without interaction), and
the  operator (which semantics expresses parallelism with full interaction). Both of them appear
natural to use within specifications.
Some calculi, such as OC [5], define a composition operator able to perform functional calls
as well as remote calls (inter-processes). But the notion of passive composition we propose in this
paper is different and more general, allowing the coordination of passive components owning a state,
as well as the modeling of functional calls.
Authors such as Yellin and Strom [4] have shown the interest of behavorial specification at the
interface level for automating the synthesis of software adaptors. But the formalism presented is not
very tractable, and expressiveness of finite-state automatons is poor and probably too verbose for
realistic applications. Moreover, this work does not clearly establish the relationship between the
finite-state automaton model and the hypothesis concerning execution models.
Robert Allen and David Garlan have proposed in [7] the formalization of architectural intercon-
nections toward ports and connectors, specified by using a subset of CSP [6]. Their work has put
the emphasis on connectors which centralize most of the knowledge concerning the interconnection
(using roles and glue), as opposed to the Olan approach, where behavioral specifications are shared
between interfaces and connectors. They define compatibility checking toward deadlock free and
conservative connectors, i.e. connectors that preserve the deadlock free property toward composi-
tion with any specified role. But their correctness criterion seems more complex, less concise and not
stronger than ours. Moreover, here again the expressiveness of connectors and role specification is
not addressed regarding the basic hypothesis concerning the execution model (connectors and ports
are activities).
Magee, Eisenbach and Kramer [8] propose modeling the Darwin configuration language in the
  -calculus. Darwin is close to Olan regarding the component model, but proposes few abstractions
for capturing the primitive component behaviors. They argue that dynamic aspects of Darwin justify
the choice of the   -calculus (which is more complex than CCS), but it is not clear whether dyna-
mic component instantiations might be modeled in CCS or not. But the important point is that by
attempting to clearly separate the operational behavior of Darwin architectures from the implemen-
tation behaviors, without any information on primitive behaviors, they only define the semantics
of communication. Thus no architectural analysis is proposed, and the benefits of the architectural
description seem restricted to easing the distribution.
It would be interesting to relate our work to some results in the software engineering field, such
as the I-composition of Lam and Shankar [17], and to compare our correctness criteria, based on
bisimulation, to their theorem for characterizing the Interface/Implementation correctness by using
set oriented operations. However, the calculus developed in this paper seems more adapted to define
operational semantics of interconnected systems.
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ICCS will be used precisely for defining the operational semantics of the Olan Configuration
Language, and for specifying specialized connectors. Moreover, by associating behavorial specifi-
cations to the Interface Description Language, it could be applied to a simulation tool (integrated
within the Olan development environment), and to the generation of test sets from middle-level
specifications. This last issue could take advantage of the modal logic proposed by Robin Milner
[9][12], quite applicable to the transition system of ICCS. A small compiler and a simulator have
been realized [13] which can be used for exploratory work.
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